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“When they see her speeding down the sidewalk on the yellowest banana bike, her birds
in her hair, laughing at the sun, they want to be immersed in her world. Those that make a
spectacle of her are afraid to do just that...” – Jack Galbraith, Life & Times
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IN BRIEFS
TAYLOR RECEIVES NEW
SCIENCE GRANT
Taylor was recently awarded
a $533K Course, Curriculum
and Laboratory Improvement
grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF), the
second NSF grant Taylor has
received in the last three years.
The grant will prepare for the
implementation of the High
Altitude Research Platform
(HARP), a program which
allows students to launch
experiments 20 miles into the
air. The success of the grant
has allowed Taylor to partner
with Ball State University to
determine how to make HARP
available to universities across
the country.

TEMPORARY CLOSING OF
EIGHTH STREET TODAY
Eighth Street, which is located on the west side of campus,
will be partially closed today
for construction. The closed
section, which is between
Hodson Drive and the KSAC
front parking lot, will be
closed as workers finish work
on a sanitary line for the
upcoming Eichling Aquatic
Center. Those needing to visit
Randall Center or the KSAC
parking lot may do so from
the north side of campus.
Supervisors have requested
that students and faculty
please avoid the closed area
today.

WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

74°
53°

Saturday

83°
57°

Sunday

74°
51°
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A MOTHER’S
TAKE ON
MODESTY

David Phillips and Tracy Manning confront each other during a scene from Taylor’s faculty performance of “Doubt” last weekend.

TAYLOR FACULTY TAKES THE STAGE

T

For the first time in Taylor’s history, faculty comes together for the theatrical production of “Doubt”

aylor’s faculty perforand May,” Manning said. “That’s when young priest is having improper relations with a
HILLARY MAY the idea came for a faculty show.”
mance of the off-Broadmale student.
NEWS
C0-EDITOR
way play “Doubt” was
After mentioning the idea to RousAccording to Rousselow-Winquist, the characmore than just your
selow-Winquist last February, the pair ters embark on a “unique faith journey” to which
average production.
quickly set out to cast the play’s four characters. many Christians can relate.
Dr. Jessica Rousselow-Winquist, David Phillips, the theater’s
“It is a show that speaks
who directed more than 30 plays technical director, Taylor
to part of the Christian
at Taylor prior to her retirement graduate Laura McGrathexperience that we have
“IT WAS JUST REALLY
from the role in 2005, decided it was time to Jacob and Cathy Weathertrouble dealing with,” said
GOOD FOR ME TO
return to the theater one last time. “Doubt” was spoon, director of leadership
Rousselow-Winquist. “I
PUT MYSELF IN MY
just the ticket she needed.
development, were chosen.
don’t know very many peoSTUDENTS’ SHOES,
Tracy Manning, leading actress of the play and
The cast spent the sumple that are able to go
the management and artistic director at Taylor, mer memorizing lines and
through their lives only
TO STEP INTO THAT
loved the idea of Rousselow-Winquist returning spent hours practicing in
feeling the good stuff. PeoWORLD AND BE
to the director’s chair.
the theater during the
ple do experience uncerVULNERABLE.”
“I imagine that it’s not going to be too terribly weeks leading up to the
tainty. People do lose sight
long before she retires, and I couldn’t let her retire opening night on Sept. 10.
of the truth, and we don’t
until she directed one more play,” Manning said.
“Doubt,” written by John
provide much help for peoThe problem, however, was Rousselow- Patrick Shanley in 2004, is a “brilliant and power- ple who are in that stage. So I think the theater
Winquist’s availability.
ful drama” that takes place in a fictional Catholic should speak to the human experience, to all
“As I looked at the idea of [Rousselow-Winquist’s] school in the Bronx during 1964. The story cendirecting, I knew it couldn’t be between September ters on a school principal who suspects that a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

TAYLOR ENROLLMENT
AT ALL-TIME HIGH

560

1379

TUOnline

Freshmen, transfers and online students
boost Taylor’s overall enrollment
While the numbers are still
MANDOLYN
being finalized, initial reports
HECOX
indicate that Taylor’s overall
NEWS
C
O
EDITOR
enrollment has just reached
an all-time high. The growth
of the Masters of Higher Education (MAHE) and
Taylor’s TUOnline program, combined with the
incoming group of 518 freshmen and transfer students, has set the stage for this new achievement.
“Although the numbers won’t be frozen for several days, we are fairly comfortable in saying that,
for the first time, Taylor enrollment has moved
over the 2,600 mark,” said Jim Garringer, director
of media relations.
“The undergraduate numbers are a little lower
this year due to the graduations of a number of
TUFW students who did their senior years at

“...FOR THE FIRST TIME TAYLOR
ENROLLMENT HAS MOVED
OVER THE 2,600 MARK...”
Taylor last year and some early graduations,”
Garringer said. However, “the incoming...student
class is within three or four of last year’s...which
is very encouraging.”
Following on the heels of the largest freshman
class ever, Taylor shows both the dedicated work
of its admissions team and the marked appeal of
Taylor by the size of the incoming class. While it
has not beat last year’s record-breaking freshman
class of 493, this year’s group of 475 is evidence of
strong efforts to increase enrollment, even in the
challenging economic climate, when college seems
unattainable for many.
While admissions employees are encouraged by
the recent strong incoming numbers, they are by
no means ready to take a break and instead are
enthusiastically beginning to recruit anew.

Returning

Stephen Mortland,
dean of Enrollment
Management, highlighted three key
focus areas. First-year
retention rates slipped
Graduate
for various reasons a
few years back, but
has risen back to 88
percent thanks to
increased efforts by
Taylor administration.
After running preTransfers
liminary numbers,
Mortland concluded
that if first-year
retention is increased
to 91 percent, Taylor
Freshmen
revenue will improve
significantly. While
that is not the point
of retention, it would
be a welcome benefit
which could in turn
allow Taylor to offer
more financial aid, the
second focus area.
In a partnership with the financial aid department, a redesign of the current financial aid system is in the final stages. Taylor has around $12
million to distribute in financial aid a year.
“We are looking for the most effective way to
spread that around,” Mortland said.
Transfer students make up the final category
receiving greater focus, with admissions employing
a full-time transfer counselor for the first time this
year. Transfer numbers continue to grow, with 43
transfers this semester alone. Mortland feels more
attention in this area will continue to increase the
amount and quality of transfer students.

144

43

1897

475

Undergrad

TOTAL ENROLLMENT: 2601
Infographic by: Luke Shuman

Admissions has shifted focus after the success of
campaigns such as Indiana enrollment, in which
cities such as Indianapolis were heavily targeted
over the last three years in an attempt to attract
students from Indiana. The Indiana enrollment
rate is now at 35 percent, which was admissions’
goal, and will now be maintained.
“One of the coolest parts for us is to be a
national and global school, so we’ve always taken
pride in only having a number of our students
from in-state,” said Dusty Di Santo, director of
Recruitment. “But at the same time, it’s important
to have a presence in Indiana as well.”
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FACULTY ON STAGE CONTINUED...

dimensions of it. It should be authentic.”
Weatherspoon was the only cast member who had no previous ties with the
theater department, but a performing in
a play was something that she had
always wanted to do. She was in two
church plays prior to “Doubt,” although
none of her roles required her to dialogue
with someone. When Manning asked her
to play the role of Mrs. Muller, she said
the request was a no-brainer.
“I welcomed it,” she said. “ [RousselowWinquist] is someone who I’ve always
admired, and I thought it was a great
opportunity for me to be around someone
who is so wise, has had a lot of life experiences, and I’ve just learned from her.
And after learning about [Manning’s]
background, I just wanted to absorb her
leadership as well as her expertise. “

Manning, however, was a little hesitant about acting again. It had been
eight years since she was last on stage,
and she wasn’t sure if it was going to be
“like riding a bike.” Having directed several Taylor productions, she wanted to
make sure that it was Rousselow-Winquist’s play and not “the lead actress’s
show,” she said.
Manning said the real risk was performing in front of her students.
“The art faculty turns their offices into
studios, Christian educators are writing
books,” she said. “People are doing their
discipline beyond the classroom. It was
just really good for me to put myself in
my students’ shoes, to step into that
world and be vulnerable.”
Rousselow-Winquist agreed.
“It’s a modeling thing,” Rousellow-Winquist said. “If you’re directing shows, you
should be able to demonstrate to stu-

2

dents that you can act.”
Although the play was put together in
a short amount of time, having an allfaculty cast had its advantages. According to Rousselow-Winquist, the play
required a level of maturity in order to
understand the depth of the characters.
“If you’re going to act a role like these
four characters, you need to have something you bring to the role, and sometimes when you’re 18 you haven’t had
those kind of experiences yet,” Rousselow-Winquist said.
And Manning was ready to take on the
challenge. Acting allowed her to put the
teacher’s persona aside and instead,
become a player.
“I always try to throw something in the
mix that’s challenging, and I entertained
the idea of what that would look like,”
she said. “It was hard, but sometimes the
hard stuff is worth our time.”

Yvette Rattray
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The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse voices
on Taylor University’s campus fairly and without bias
and to be a vehicle of accurate and pertinent information to the student body, faculty and staff. The Echo
also aims to be a forum that fosters healthy discussion
about relevant issues, acting as a catalyst for change
on our campus.

burning event if Imam Rouf’s agreed to change the mosque’s
location. Jones met Imam Rouf in New York to further discuss
the agreement. However, later, Imam Rouf stated that he never
promised to change locations.
The debate has created a fear that building a mosque near
ground zero, which is associated with an extreme Islamic
group’s attack, will send a significant message of conquer and
victory over the Sept. 11 tragedy to extreme Muslims. The
name given to the project is Cordoba, which means “to conquer.”
This is an unsettling idea for Christians and is open for various interpretation. On the other side of the debate, Muslims
are simply concerned with the act of burning a Quran, the
sacred book of Islam. To Muslims, burning a Quran symbolizes
blasphemy.
The
cancellation
of
“International
In majority Muslim countries, dangerous protests broke out.
YVETTE RATTRAY
CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF
Burn-a-Quran Day,” scheduled for CNN reported two killed and three injured during a three-hour
the ninth anniversary of the Sept. 11 protest in Afghanistan Sept. 13. This did not surprise Open
terrorist attacks, calmed concerned Americans and residents Doors USA, an organization that ministers to persecuted Chrisof other nations this week. However, the closing of a contro- tians around the world. On Sept. 8, Open Doors USA warned
versial debate between one pastor and one
Pastor Jones about the dangers Christians
imam raised questions among the Christian
overseas could face. In an interview with
community.
NBC on Sept. 9, Jones expressed sorrow, but
“I question the wisdom behind this [consaid he felt no responsibility for the deaths
“Christians are called to
troversy] ... it is a poor representation of
caused by the protests held overseas.
our intellect,” said Dr. Edward P. Meadors,
Jones gave many reasons as to why he
be peacemakers and build
professor of biblical studies. “To take the
wanted
to burn the Qurans, one being to
bridges with the goal of
holy writings of a neighboring faith and
“shed a light on how dangerous [and] vioreconciliation. Quran
publicly destroy them is not intelligent.
lent Islam is,” according to CNN.
burning is obviously going
Christians are called to be peacemakers and
Assistant professor of political science
build bridges with the goal of reconciliation.
Nicholas
Kerton-Johnson, who disagrees
to provoke conflict.”
Quran burning is obviously going to provoke
with the way Jones handled the situation,
- Dr. Meadors
conflict.”
commented on the need for more sensible
The Quran burning controversy started
debates.
from the twittering thumbs of a small
Both Meadors and Kerton-Johnson agree
church’s pastor in July. Pastor Terry Jones,
there are problematic parts of the Quran
who leads a nondenominational congregation of 30 to 50 people which show Islam as a non-peaceful religion. Kerton-Johnson
in Gainesville, Fla., planned to burn copies of the Quran in said the Quran needs to be in the public eye and reevaluated.
response to a Muslim leader’s proposal to build “Park 51,” a He encouraged students to have discussions about the Quran
mosque and community center near ground zero. Imam Feisal and the country’s closing controversy.
Abdul Rouf, the man behind the proposal, asked Jones to show
“We need to think critically. What are we seeing on the news?
sensitivity.
What questions are not being asked here? What does the Quran
After receiving request to refrain from burning the Quran by actually say and how open is [this] debate?” Kerton-Johnson
President Barack Obama, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said. “Whenever we see the closing down of a debate, we should
and Pope Benedict XVI, Jones agreed to cancel the Quran be concerned.”

Student journalists have published The Echo weekly
since 1915, except for January term, exam week
and school holidays. The Echo is a member of the
Associated Collegiate Press and the Indiana Collegiate
Press Association.
The Echo is printed by HNE Printers in Greenfield, Ind.
The Echo offices are in the Rupp Communication
Arts Building.
Please address all letters, questions or comments to:
THE ECHO
236 W. READE AVE.
UPLAND, IN 46989-10 01
(765) 998-5359
ECHO@TAYLOR.EDU
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FRIDAY

CHA P EL - MR. NATHA N TA SKER

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

SATURDAY

THE COLOURFUL CONCERT

Profeesor Bate’s home, 8852 E 700 S in Upland
7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

WORSHI P FOR CREATI ON WORSHI P NI G HT

Taylor Lake
8 p.m.

CAMPUS PLUNGES
INTO THE COMMUNITY

SUNDAY

VESP ERS

Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

EMILY MORGAN

Beginning the first week of September,
641 Taylor students, faculty, staff and community members participated in Taylor
Plunge by picking up tree limbs, talking to strangers and
making noodles in a gym.
Plunge, which ended this past weekend, is a part of TWO
that began in 1993. Its mission is to help students become
involved in the community and show their desire to serve
where they are living. Over the years, Plunge has evolved from
helping in preparation for Labor Day festivities to serving
in numerous organizations and has expanded geographically from Upland to Gas City and Marion as well. One new
project introduced to Taylor students this year was serving
at Cardinal Greenway (CG).
Cardinal Greenway is the longest rail-trail in Indiana, spanning from Ohio to Chicago. A rail-trail is created when land
containing old, unused railroad tracks is purchased and the
decaying tracks are removed and replaced with a nature trail.
Rail-trails are privately owned, making Cardinal Greenway
a non-profit organization that relies solely on donations and
volunteers for the upkeep of their trails.
Sarah England, a 2010 media communication graduate,
is the director of Cardinal Greenway of Grant County. She
explained that Cardinal Greenway’s board is made up of 10
to 15 volunteers who are all residents of Grant County. Since
CG has very little equipment to help with the upkeep of the
trail, England has made it her goal to educate the community
about Cardinal Greenway, focusing specifically on the younger
generations.
While serving at Cardinal Greenway, students were divided
into two teams. The first team cleared branches which had
been cut from a canopy above the trail, while the second team
trimmed and sheared. England was thrilled when students
became interested and excited in Cardinal Greenway once
they finally understood what the rail-trail was.
“Cardinal Greenway should be of interest to Taylor stu-

MONDAY

CONTRIBUTOR

CHA P EL - TAYLOR FA MI LY

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

TUESDAY

I NVI SI BLE CHI LD REN FI LM A ND D I SCUSSI ON

Recital Hall
8 p.m.

Photo by Tim Kerigan

LI T@NI G HT

Current sophomore Morgan Worrell washes a fire engine during last
year’s Plunge.

dents,” England explains, “[because] it is a great resource near
campus, and it is a perfect example of stewardship through
its idea of turning old railways into trails for the community.
Cardinal Greenway always stands by the idea that we are a
non-profit organization here to serve, and hopefully to work
with the community.”
Plunge exists beyond helping Upland trails stay clear.
Mary Rayburn, director of student ministries, relayed a story
from last year’s Plunge. While several students helped make
noodles (which are frozen and later used for Grant County’s
Thanksgiving meal), they began to talk with a woman in
charge of the program. They talked so much that they ended
up treating her to Ivanhoe’s just to continue the conversation.
Smiling, talking and displaying a readiness to serve can
impact the community just as much as picking up twigs or
making noodles.

Welcome back from the Career Development Office!
Office Hours:
Monday‐Friday 8:00am‐5:00pm
Walk‐In Hours:
Monday and Wednesday 3:00pm‐5:00pm

Asbaugh East
8:15 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

Chapel - MS. RENATA KA NTA RUK

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

THURSDAY

JOE HA MG ERI CONTI NG ENCY & JOE PA ULSON
SHOW ( TAYLOR A LUMNI )

Birdy’s Bar and Grill in Indy
8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
(Due to the location, attendees must be 21 and older)

WORLD
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Senior Laura Schmucker, Gide Marlie and her sister, Jude Line Fanfant in Haiti. Laura’s family sponsors Gide Marlie.

SENIOR CONTRIBUTES TO HAITI
BY CORRIE DYKE
Staff Writer
As soon as senior Laura Schmucker stepped off the plane in
Haiti, she was almost knocked down by a wall of heat.
Schmucker was immediately immersed in Haitian culture.
She heard the sound of island music being played as a live band
welcomed travelers to their country. Hands were thrown toward
her bag as the over-friendly Haitians searched for a tip. After
a mile walk down a bumpy and broken sidewalk, Schmucker
reached a bus that took her to Grand Goava.
Schmucker spent the next month working with Lifeline
Christian Missions.
According to www.lifeline.org, the missions group has two
purposes: to spread the message of Jesus Christ and to teach
other Christians about mission responsibility.
“Lifeline is a solid mission,” Schmucker said. “They’ve been
there for 30 years. According to Schmucker, Lifeline has a number of programs dedicated to improving the everyday diet of its
students.
Lifeline started with 60 students. Today, the organization
reaches more than 9,000 kids. The Christ-centered mission has
extended to other countries, as well.
“We prayed with every patient so they knew exactly where we
were coming from and where our hearts were,” Schmucker said.
“It was definitely full of impact.”
Schmucker worked in the medical clinics alongside other

Somali
pirates
attack crew
BY CHRISTEN GALL
Staff Writer
Somalia suffers from many internal and
external problems including civil war and
Islamic radicalism, but now the two have
intertwined.
These small problems will grow and
cause even larger issues for the country.
Pirates have taken both sides of the conflict. In the past, they avoided land-related
politics. Xarardheere, a notorious pirate
cove, was taken over by Islamic insurgents in the spring of 2010, according to
the New York Times. This connection gives
the Islamic radicals access to millions of
dollars. But the Somali pirates have kept
busy in recent weeks.
Somalia is a hook-shaped country
located on the West coast of Africa, next
to the Indian Ocean. Since 2008, the Gulf
of Aden has experienced increased piracy
perpetrated by Somalia. One of the most
memorable moments occured in April 2009.
Captain Richard Phillips was rescued by
U.S. Navy Seals after being held hostage
by pirates.
In 2009, Somali pirates attacked 214
vessels in 47 different hijackings, accord-

short-term medical teams. She taught public health classes, one
of her favorites being the prenatal clinic.
“The nurses taught me so much,” she said.
A major part of Schmucker’s job was to teach the basics of
how the body works. According to Schmucker, the Haitians have
misconceptions about disease and staying healthy because they
have never been taught.
“People in Haiti are intelligent, but haven’t been given the
opportunity for education,” Schmucker said.
Schmucker felt fulfilled to be able to put the pieces together
for people.
Schmucker also helped build a home, which took four days
and $4,000 to complete. Most of the labor was Haitian, which
according to Schmucker was a major help to their economy by
creating jobs.
Going into the trip, Schmucker thought she would feel hopeless. But the people of Haiti surprised her with their hope.
“Even though you could say they have so far to go, they are
happier than some Americans,” Schmucker said.
She woke up to the Haitians’ faithfulness every morning. At 4
a.m. every day, the sounds of worship services flooded the dorm.
She described these services as concerts that lasted all day.
Schmucker loved the free-spirited worship in Haiti. Many of
them had also memorized scripture.
“I’m not even sure everyone had a Bible,” Schmucker said.
Schmucker was challenged by the people of Haiti’s faith and
was impacted by a sermon directed to the Haitians. One message

ing to the Piracy Reporting Center of the have both added in their own aid.
Piracy began off the Somali coast 10 to
International Maritime Bureau.
The most recent pirate attack was on 15 years ago, and it has lured in young men
Sept. 9, when nine Somali pirates were who want easy money. Pirates usually hold
seized by United States Marines after the the irhostages for $1 to $2 million. $100
pirates captured a German-owned cargo million is the estimated sum that Somali
ship in the Gulf of Aden. The 24 Marines pirates collected in 2008, according to
captured the pirates without firing a experts.
Pirates have been a problem since the
shot. The crew of the German ship was
United States’ infancy. During the presiunharmed.
dency of Thomas JefThe ship was travferson, North African
eling from Spain to
pirates from the
Singapore with a
present-day countries
cargo of anchor chains
of Morocco, Algeria,
when they saw pirates
Tunisia and Libya
a p p r o a c h i n g. T h e
Piracy began off the Somali coast
attacked American
crew turned off the
10 to 15 years ago, and it has lured
m e r ch a n t v e s s e l s
engines on the ship
in young men who want easy money.
and held crews hosand hid in a safe room
Pirates usually hold the hostages
tage. The U.S. Navy
behind three layers
ransom for $1 to $2 million. $100
was sent to defend
of wall. Believing the
is the estimated sum that Somali
its ships. The Tripship was abandoned,
pirates collected in 2008, according
olitan War took place
the pirates vandalto experts.
from 1801-1805, but
ized it, according to
piracy has changed
the Associated Press.
since then.
The crew was able
Modern pirates use
to contact maritime
skiffs to come alongofficials using a satelside boats and board
lite phone. The officals
them, sometimes using hooks to climb up
then reached the U.S. for assistance.
According to an Associated Press inter- the side.
Once pirates are captured, the next quesview with Marine Corps officers, “overwhelming force” and an element of surprise tion is what to do with them. The UN Secthrew the Somali pirates for a loop. While retary General Ban Ki-moon said recently
helicopters hovered overhead, Marines cap- that a special international court might be
tured the pirates singly or in small groups. created to prosecute the pirates. Until a
The U.S. started the Combined Task court session can be decided, the U.S. Task
Force in January 2009 to specifically fight Force will keep the group captured on Sept.
off the new wave of pirates. The European 9 in their custody.
Union has started its own maritime effort
to combat the problem, and China and Iran

French citizens kidnapped in Niger
Niger- Seven people were kidnapped
from Arlit, Niger, in the Sahara desert. The individuals were employees
of the French construction company
Vinci, and five were French citizens.
Officials have stated concern for the
dangerous situation and are doing
everything possible to rescue the
hostages.
New UN agency formed
UN- A new global United Nations
agency has been created to advance
women’s rights. According to an announcement Tuesday from Secretary
General Ban Ki-moon, Michelle
Bachelet will head the agency.
Bachelet was the first woman
elected president of Chile.
Quran burning plans have ripple
effects
Afghanistan- A Florida pastor’s plans
to burn the Quran incited protests
in Afghanistan. The burning did not

“Society today needs clear voices
which propose our right to live, not
in a jungle of self-destructive and
arbitrary freedoms, but in a society
which works for the true welfare of
its citizens and offers them guidance
and protection.”
-Pope Benedict XVI speaks in Britain
about Christianity vs. Secularism.

from Isaiah 61 was about what it means to give one’s life to the
poor. The message suggested inviting someone over who may
not have a meal that day. The Haitians were practically living
out that challenge.
At times Schmucker felt displaced in the Haitian culture.
“Trying to relate to people from a different culture and maintain your culture too causes internal tension,” she said.
The three-hour ride from the airport was overwhelming for
Schmucker. She had pictured one or two tent cities, but they
were everywhere.
One day, they went into a tent city and asked the people living
there if they could pray for them. One common request was that
the Lord would give them a home. Another was for a desire to
know Christ.
“Most people in the States wouldn’t even admit they have that
desire,” Schmucker said.
Throughout the whole experience, Schmucker gained a
greater perspective of how to live and see that God can bring
good out of any situation.
“You always hear that, but when you see it in front of your
face it’s hard to not believe,” she said.
Finding herself challenged in her faithfulness to the Lord,
Schmucker learned that God can use one life.
“It may not be what we expect, but if it’s his will then it’s really
powerful,” Schmucker said. “The Lord showed me to trust in him,
and he sent me there for purposes I may never fully realize.”

ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY
1787 - The Constitution of the United States of America was signed
by delegates at the Constitutional Convention.
1937 - At Mount Rushmore, Abraham Lincoln’s face was dedicated.
1939 - The Soviet Union invaded Poland. Germany had invaded
Poland on Sept. 1.
1948 - Count Folk Bernadette, the United Nations mediator for Palestine, was assassinated in Jerusalem by Jewish extremists.
1962 - U.S. space officials announced the selection of Neil A. Armstrong and eight others as new astronauts.
on-this-day.com

Marion Fun Center
705 West 37th Street, Marion, Indiana 46953
(765) 674-5025

Bowling
Newly
Renovated
$5 for 2 games
and shoes
Cosmic Bowling: Fri 9pm - Close
Sat 8pm - Close

take place, but Afghan citizens were
still enraged. Two more Afghans
were killed in a protest this week,
bringing the total number of fatalities to five.
US government debates over aid
Yemen- The terrorist network in
Yemen revealed new threats to the
U.S. The U.S. Central Command
suggested giving Yemen $1.2 billion
for military equipment and training
over six years. The Senior State Department and the American Military
officials are divided on how much
aid should be given.
China fights to be energy efficient
China- China is struggling to meet
its energy efficiency goals. It is now
the world’s largest auto market and
has many infrastructure projects
underway, including a high-speed
rail track. The country had planned
to reduce its “energy intensity” by
20 percent by 2010.

North/South Korea attempts to
negotiate
North Korea- In an effort to resolve
border disputes, North Korea has
proposed military talks with South
Korea. According to ministry officials, North Korea said Wednesday
that they hope the talks will prevent
naval battles on the western border.
More stormy weather
Mexico- Hurricane Karl has been
classified as a Category One hurricane but may gain strength as it
passes over the Gulf of Mexico. Two
more hurricanes, Hurrican Igor and
Hurrican Julia, are getting stronger.
Both are Category Four.

Miners still wait for release.
Chile- Mining experts had originally anticipated a rescue date of
Christmas for the trapped miners.
Thanks to hard work in rescue efforts, the date has been moved, to
early November.

LIFE & TIMES
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VIRAL VIDEOS:
THE STAGES
OF ‘INFECTION’

Norah Spottin g

B U B B L E

HOW HAVE THESE HIGHLY CONTAGIOUS HAVE BECOME A MODERN
PHENOMENON? IN STAGES. BY ALISSA GOEGLEIN, LIFE AND TIMES CO-EDITOR

(SIGH T I NG S

E X PEC T ED

I N

SPR I NG)

BY JAC K GA LBR A ITH, LI FE A N D TI M ES CO - E D ITO R

FRENCH APPROVE LAW
BANNING BURQAS
France became the first
European country to restrict
religious garb Tuesday by the
French Senate’s passing of
a law banning any veil that
covers the face. The burqa,
a full-body covering worn
by some Muslim women,
naturally falls under the
“restricted” category. The law
was approved by a vote of
246 to 1.

KETCHUP,
MOZZARELLA,
SPINACH.

1

OCCU RRENCE
OR CREATION

Little did Alabama native Antoine
Dodson know that, when he was
interviewed by a local news station
for the alleged rape of his sister, he
would become a national superstar. A
recording of this newscast—named
“Antoine Dodson warns a PERP on LIVE
TV!”—was uploaded to Youtube and
has become one of this year’s top viral
videos, with over 10 million views (not
including hundreds of spin-off versions and “remixes”).
People love the hilarious and sensational exponentially more when it
is actual truth. Thus real, off-beat and
over-the-top newscasts frequently become popular YouTube sensations, like
“Grape Lady Falls” and “Leprechaun in
Mobile, Alabama.” Uplanned, candid
stories reign supreme in the viral
video world, but seer creativity can
also capture the viewer’s imagination,
like the up-and-coming viral “Cute Girl
Has A Catchy Dance.”

2

UPL OA D ED &
PROM OTED

Once the irresistbly spontaneous or
brilliantly planned video is uploaded,
it’s time for the creator to promote his
video.
In this stage, the “spark” is lit that
may cause the video to spread like
wildfire. For the layman videographer,
initial ignition can be in the form of
word-of-mouth advertising, e-mailing
or cross-promoting using various
social media sites.
Many professionals and businesses
who want a video to go viral will hire
promoting companies, pay for ad time,
or purchase a spot in the “Featured
Videos” section of YouTube’s site.
Only an excellent video and plenty
of luck will get a video past this stage
without forking over a pretty penny.

This is just one of the 98
billion burger combinations
that 4food, a new New York
City restaurant, is offering. Diners are allowed to
customize their burger off a
large ingredient menu. But
here’s the cool part: Relying
on social networking, 4food
is encouraging customers
to Tweet or Facebook their
special burger combos. The
hope is to reduce marketing costs and let individuals take full advantage of
the “have-it-my-way” idea.

P O P U L A R ITY
C L IM B & P E A K

Remember “Charlie bit my finger”?
Today it reigns as the No.1 most
viewed video on YouTube. It is the one
of first videos in history to truly go
“viral.” Uploaded in May of 2007, the
video climbed in popularity through
the next year, surpassing the longreigning “Evolution of Dance” in 2009.
At this the stage the uploader has
little control over the outcome. If the
“spark” catches, the online feeding
frenzy will begin.
In fact, Charlie’s parents were blindsided by the fame their candid home
video achieved.
“[It] was just one of those moments
when I had the video camera out
because the boys were being fun and
they provided something really very
funny,” reads the video’s description.
“Charlie bit my finger” now has
nearly a quarter billion views.

4

R E A P ING
TH E B E N E FITS

Once popularity peaks and the video
becomes old hat, some uploaders try
to milk the remaining limelight for all
it’s worth.
The DeVores, parents of the “David
After Dentist” star, created an entire
line of merchandise, including $20
T-shirts donning a cartoon version of
their half-drugged son. Critics cried
“Exploitation!” but the DeVores argue
they donate a portion of the revenue
to dental charities.
Similarly, “Bed Intruder Song,” an
auto-tuned version of Antoine
Dodson’s interview, is available for
download on iTunes. In late August, it
came in at number 80 on the Billboard
Hot 100.
Dodson now has a Facebook fanpage.

UPCOMING AIRBAND TRYOUTS
MEAN PRACTICE GALORE

MARGO & THE NUCLEAR
SO & SO’S AND THE ANTLERS TO COME TO TAYLOR?
Taylor’s Integration of Faith
and Culture (IFC) cabinet
reports that both criticallyacclaimed bands will most
likely be coming to campus
this fall.

“DR. LOVE IS HERE,
BABY!”

Photos by Andrew Ketchum

3WO / 3EW

Who is this girl? Let’s just say she’s a funny gal.
Not necessarily weird, but definitely above any small,
reserved personality. It’s not unusual to see her dancing around a Maypole she made herself or following feral cats in the forest to tame them and name
them after characters from a Thomas Hardy novel.
Eccentric may be her namesake, but even that cannot
define such a person. She’s living in Bergwall and is
the source of many a conversation. “What was that?”
or “That was awesome” are the usual. An unconventional dresser, most will recognize her by a flurry
of color passing and from her laugh trailing like so
many gulls. Focused on her art and her literature,
her creativity seems to know no bounds.
Let’s be clear. She is not to be objectified. She is
not meant to be a fly trapped in amber nor a specimen for us to analyze. She is Norah, and that is who
she is. If anything, we should follow her example
of living to and above her own personality, push-

You’ve seen them in parking lots LIZ GOLDSMITH group of around 60 students is all
STAFF WRITER
about diversity in every sense of the
and exercise facilities. You’ve seen
word. Men and women of different
them in auditoriums and tennis
races, backgrounds, grade levels and dorms
courts. Perhaps you’re one of them.
are all represented.
It’s Airband season, folks.
It’s also diversely choreographed, with 10
Tryouts are next week, about a week earlier than usual, but that hasn’t stopped 18 choreographers from various cultures providing different dancing styles.
or so groups from pressing forward.
“It’s an opportunity to really get to know
It all begins with a song. Sometimes choosing one is a group effort. Other times, well, people that we wouldn’t know otherwise,”
someone will come across a song that is too said senior Reed Spencer, one of the group
leaders.
perfect to pass up.
“There’s no better way [to get to know
“The minute I heard [our group’s song,]
[I] was like, all right, this needs to be in Air- each other], I think, than to do a competition together and strive
band,” said senior Annie
for the same things
Dimond, one of the leadtogether,” said junior
ers of an intercultural
Kate Camara, another
Airband group.
one of the leaders.
The next step is to
As its name suggests,
assemble the team and
the intercultural group
hit the nearest open
has a lot of international
space.
students, and students
Each group has its
in groups like Multiown Airband philosophy.
Ethnic Student AssociFor some students, it’s
ation. But this Airband
about having fun and
venture isn’t affiliated
getting to know people.
with any one associaOthers have their eye
tion. It’s something new
on the involved practice,
and all-inclusive.
commitment and orgaIn past airbands,
nization. Most students
musicals and Disney
aim for the best of both
songs featured promiworlds.
nently. This year, how“Success means that
ever, some groups are
everyone is excited
moving away from that
to come to practice,”
genre, including Gerig.
Dimond said.
Keeping the fun and energy level up was
“It’s a testament to patience and hard work
and working together,” senior Brian Tencher a challenge previous years, said Tencher,
Gerig’s Airband leader. This year, “it’s a lot
(Gerig) said.
“It has to bridge that gap . . . between ‘so more fun . . . just doing it is enough to kind
hard it’s homework’ and ‘so easy you don’t of keep you happy [and] energized.”
Airband season may be hectic, but for
have to practice,” said senior Rob Summer
many, it’s worth it.
(Sammy II).
“Where are you ever going to do a choreo“It’s a really good time to get to know the
girls that are new on your wing, especially graphed lip-syncing contest again in your
if you’re leading,” said junior Laura Convy life?” said senior Katie Westrate.
(1EO).
The wing or floor is usually the basic building block of an Airband group. Not so for the
tentatively-named intercultural group. This Airband Tryouts begin at 5 p.m. next Tuesday.

Photo by Luke Shuman

COMIC BY JACK GALBRAITH

“Where are you
ever going to do
a choreographed
lip-syncing contest
again in your life?”

1WO / BROHO

Pumped about your love life?
Not pumped? Apathetic?
Kind of freaked about his
teddy-bear obsession? Is
she not into teddy bears?
Well, fortunately for you, Dr.
Love, is here to mend your
relationship woes. Please
e-mail him with any conflict
or comment concerning your
Taylor relationship at
doctortaylorlove@gmail.com and
glorious advice will ensue.

I

ing the very limits of social interaction. So often, try a new color and flavor. She is studying abroad
there for a full semester. Back
people feel forced to conform to
home in Upland, the campus
such “basic” restrictions. They
has a Norah Kundrat-sized
are insecure in themselves and
hole. Everyone who knows her
therefore do not understand her
understands the emptiness.
quirks. Norah is simply above
It’s not unusual to see her
So here’s a small list of what
such things, allowing others to
you
can expect to be suddenly
break out of their shells. When
dancing around a
floating onto campus the next
they see her speeding down
semester like a warm breeze in
the sidewalk on the yellowest
Maypole she made herself
winter months:
banana bike, her birds in her
or following feral cats in
-Listening in class with her
hair, laughing at the sun, they
hair
done up and her birds
want to be immersed in her
the forest to tame them and
(Eunice may be there) scatworld. Those that make a specname them after characters
tered throughout.
tacle of her are afraid to do just
-Skipping around campus,
that since it is easier to settle
from a Thomas Hardy
spinning around like a balon a definition of Norah, though
lerina with a large frog backbeing our own, weird selves is a
novel.
pack swinging around.
much lighter feeling. Those who
-Sitting under a large oak tree,
embrace Norah know her and
surrounded by squirrels, readlove her for the small and big
ing a Bronte novel.
things she does. It’s not like she
does not know what she is doing. She is not continu- -Moving to your table at dinner because she a)
ally outside herself, watching what her body is doing doesn’t know you or b) believes you look very, very
interesting.
and being upset with her actions. Well, we cannot
speak for her, but she really is simply who she is, -Riding that yellow bike of hers that doesn’t stop for
anybody, and appears to float above the ground.
as mentioned before. Also, we do not mean to
put her on a pedestal. She’s just
She’s actually quite approachable
interesting. And she’s not insane.
and down-to-earth. So don’t be
Just to be clear.
shy to introduce yourself to her
because she definitely will
But we don’t really think
not be shy meeting you. Northose that are new to Taymal comfort zones to Norah
lor understand what they
are closer than any averare missing. For unknowage person, so be warned.
ing freshmen and others
Good luck, and may your
who don’t know, Norah is
future Norah spottings
now traversing the hills
be successful.
of Italy, giving the coun-

WITH TRYOUTS FAST APPROACHING, GROUPS ACROSS CAMPUS TAKE
TO THE TENNIS COURTS, SAMMY FOUNTAINS AND THE AEROBICS
ROOM TO HIT REHEARSAL HARD FOR THE SEPT. 22 AUDITIONS

GERIG

Photo by Tim Kerigan
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t’s more of a presence than anything.
Gliding down the steps of the DC,
one senses a ghost—a spirit, better
described—moving in and out of circles, sending calls into the air. This
spirit, one marked with the trappings of a doe, is filled with whimsy.
What is such a creature? Can such a
vapor be contained? Will I, a lonely
student standing amidst the chaos
of noon lunch, be transported into its forest of legs
and sea of plates and dubbed a new person with a
gangly twig? A fateful glance sends it spinning past,
a shadow of elvish features fading from my peripheral. To make light of such a thing is a desecration
because the spirit is that of Norah Kundrat, a Taylor
junior presently galavanting across the beautiful
hills of Italy.

Want to see your name in print? If you’re interested in writing for
the Echo, contact us at echo@taylor.edu to be a contributor. Send us
your name and the section for which you would like to write. All
majors are welcome to contribute.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Can certainty be justified by VALERIE PRESCOTT embarks on a crusade to for the innocent.
CONTRIBUTOR
mere suspicion and instinct?
expose Father Flynn’s
I have loved Shanley’s play since I
John Patrick Shanley’s play
guilt and keep him far read it during my freshman year, so I
“Doubt” explores the psychofrom from the children attended opening weekend’s Sunday
logical effects of doubt and
of St. Nicholas’ school.
matinee with high expectations. Both
guilt. Sister Aloysius Beauvier, the
Though the play flows with politi- the acting and directing were subtly
tight-laced principal of St. Nicho- cal, social and religious undercur- and sensitively done, with shining
las’ elementary school, suspects the rents, the most intriguing aspect is performances from Tracy Manning
engaging and progressive Father the pure force of will displayed by the and Laura McGrath.
Flynn of sexually abusing the school’s two main characters, Sister Aloysius
The contrast of Sister James’ frafirst African-American student, Don- and Father Flynn. In a climactic con- gility and Sister Aloysius’ hardened
ald Muller.
frontation scene, Father Flynn forbids strength worked perfectly. The set
She has no evidence except the Sister Aloysius to break the chain of was beautiful, and the rotating stage
hesitant witness of Sister James, a authority by seekallowed for set
naive young nun who notices Muller’s ing answers from
changes that
odd behavior after he returns from nuns in Flynn’s
did not distract
a private meeting in Father Flynn’s previous parishes.
from the flow of
rectory. Armed with little more than
When he claims
the play. “Doubt”
her “moral certainty,” Sister Aloysius that she has no
stresses the
right to step outimportance of
side the church,
what is not said,
she wrathfully
and the silences
exclaims, “I will
often speak
step outside the
louder than
church if that’s
words.
what needs to be
D r. J e s s i c a
done, though the
Rousselowdoor should shut
Winquist
behind me! I will
certainly accomdo what needs to
modated for such
be done, though I’m damned to hell! moments of tension in her direction
You should understand that, or you of the play.
will mistake me.” The power of her
There were scenes, however, when
conviction and the strength of her I wanted the characters to react with
resolution is palpable in this scene.
more passion and anger. Yes, I may
The complexity of Sister Aloysius’ have been unfairly comparing our
character allows her to be simultane- production to the movie adaptation
ously sympathetic and stand-offish. starring Meryl Streep. But I felt that
She displays a highly critical and a few lines could have been delivered
suspicious nature, yet we see that with a bit more vehemence.
her vigilance is driven by a desire
If you’re looking for action and
to protect the children in her charge. adventure, you will probably be disShe must “outwit the fox in cunning” appointed (contrary to popular belief,
so that her students may continue nuns do not fly, and they do not carry
in their innocence. Sister Aloysius arsenals of weapons under their
has perhaps become jaded (her wry habits). But if you’re looking for a
humor is evidence enough of that), thoughtful and dramatic presentation
but even her sharp exterior contains of some really difficult issues, go see
a heart that still knows compassion “Doubt.”

“Doubt stresses the
importance of what
is not said, and
the silences often
speak louder than
words.”

Photo by Tim Kerigan

'DOUBT’:
A PARABLE
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Sister James (Laura McGrath-Jacob) deliberates with Sister Aloysius (Tracy Manning).

CLASSIC A DINGY				
CORNER MASTERPIECE
Hello, readers. Welcome to
the Classic Corner.
I have long been uneasy
about the great divide that
stands between modernity
and nostalgia. All too frequently, we focus on one or
the other without any real
overlap. For the A&E section, I
see this as problematic. With
these classic reviews, I hope
to adjust the notion that the
passion of art lies only in its
contemporary forms.
Consider contributing a review
of a past film, album, video
game or whatever entertainment medium you most enjoy.
I’d like to determine what
entertainment best reflects the
soul of this campus. Whether
you praise an unsung classic
or rant angrily about unfounded popularity, I want to listen.
E-mail reviews to justin_chisham@taylor.edu. I look forward to your contributions.

Crest Lanes
765-662-7673

2 games and shoes for $5
(Only with student ID)

2014 W 2nd St
Marion, IN 46952

The phrase “style over
jaded, world-weary detective.
JUSTIN CHISHAM
substance” has developed
Like every noir that followed
A&E EDITOR
into a moniker for “juveit, this meeting spirals into
nile” in recent years. Film
a tale of double-dealings and
critics residing in their
bitter betrayals.
ivory towers enjoy the occasional spit
The star of the film is Bogart, who
upon the lowly mongoloids of contem- captivates as the cynical Sam Spade.
porary cinema.
Spade sees the world in darkness
Take off your monocles, critics. and dollar signs, casting aside all
The moniker is
humanity that once
flawed.
hindered his goals.
“The Maltese
He threatens men
Falcon,” a classic
who point a gun in
film noir starhis face, instantly
ring Humphrey
overpowering them
Bogart and Mary
in a flash of campy
Astor, is a perferocity.
fect example of
He demands his
style overtaking
deceased partner’s
substance in a
name be stricken
merited victory.
from the office door
Let’s list the
mere hours after
modern faults a
his death. He even
smirching critic
denies the impasmay find with Falcon. Ahem. The plot sioned pleas of the femme fatale.
is of little importance, the message is Despite being the “good guy,” Spade
entirely melodramatic, the editing is possesses the uncanny ability to outunpolished and the storytelling pres- evil all the bad guys.
ents so many odd turns that we are
However, Bogart does not carry the
left with half a narrative road map.
movie alone. Mary Astor defines the
Despite these “faults,” “The Maltese deadly female, Peter Lorre embodies
Falcon” is an uncontested masterpiece. sliminess and Sydney Greenstreet
The film begins with the femme resides on the intersection of greed
fatale strolling into the office of the and wickedness.

“‘The Maltese
Falcon’ stands
as proof that a
film can pivot on
style.”

Style, though, is the brightest star.
Never has a movie outdone the
masterful interplay of light and
shadow seen in “The Maltese Falcon.” The shadows are long and
murky, with nearby cameras capturing every flicker of intensity. The
windows in this dark world speak
volumes about the characters. This
moody splendor influenced every

noir that came after, making shadow
choreography a tenet of the genre.
“The Maltese Falcon” stands as
proof that a film can pivot on style.
It is sinister and pessimistic, with
a genre-defining cast and amazing
cinematic artistry.
“Style over substance” should
never be more celebrated.

The Doors’ first album contains a
vibrancy and emotional believability
not often heard from bands of the late
‘60s. The fusion of jazz and rock is
somehow at once raw and clean—a
caveman’s corpse preserved in a glass
cathedral. Morrison invests himself
completely into each word he asserts
as Manzarek plays with and expands

the melodies, creating many oftensampled riffs. For its unique elegance,
musical earnestness and historical
significance, I give The Doors a 4.5/5.

BREAKING
THROUGH
Lower the lights, and
tragedy. Four short years
THAD HARMON
CONTRIBUTOR
drop into that mellow
after they had completely
mood as the incense
changed the expectations
burns smooth and slow at
of a culture, Morrison was
the tip of your olfaction. Line up the found dead in his bathtub in Paris.
turntable’s needle and gently release. He was 27.
Hear the scratch-sizzle of age vibe
The first track, “Break on through
from your speakers. Sit back, put up (to the other side)” begins simply
your feet, breathe in deep and listen. with the taut tapping of drummer
Something wonderful (classic might John Densmore’s jazz-infused wrist,
work better) is about to play.
quickly giving way to the funky-fly
The Doors’ first album was released guitar of Robby Krieger and the
in January of 1967 to a largely unpre- entrance of Jim Morrison’s viscous
pared American audience. It stands as croon. It builds upon itself, layering
the establishment of one of the most like musical Legos toward Ray Mantragically-fascinating, musically-stim- zarek’s triumphantly deranged keyulating and all-out crazed rock bands boards that complete and unify this
ever to have graced the public stage.
tour de force of musical innovation.
If not for Jim Morrison, the term
Tracks like “20th Century Fox” and
“rock star” wouldn’t exist. This overtly “Alabama Song (Whiskey Bar),” along
virile front man, musically unquali- with the disappointingly-popular
fied in any classical sense*, managed “Light My Fire,” helped drive the
to corral the ears of a generation, daz- band toward immediate and devaszling crowds with his electric on-stage tating success. The final track, aptly
presence and topically selective, poetic titled “The End,” is a haunting jourlyrics. At the height of The Doors’ rise, ney into Jim’s tortured psyche—dishis individual fame was truly unri- turbing and completely enthralling.
valed in the music world.
Be warned, these tracks are not for
But The Doors were destined for the sensitive stomach.

*Prior to joining the band, he had never sung in
front of anyone. He played no instrument and
couldn’t read a note.
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If there is one thing that
desperate or determined
BY LIZ
the controversial Arizona
enough to get across will
GOLDSMITH
immigration law has sucfind ways to do so. For
S TA F F W R I T E R
ceeded in doing, it’s bringexample, forty tunnels
ing the stalled illegal immigration and underground passages under the
problem back to the forefront of pub- U.S.-Mexico border were discovered
lic and national attention. As long as between 2001 and 2006.
our elected officials are more focused
Those who cross the border illegally
on pleasing all their constituencies should face consequences. When illethan on taking risks to solve this ever- gal immigrants can get jobs, drivers’
growing problem, nothing will happen. licenses, health care and other social
After all, every other year is an elec- services just as easily as those who
tion year.
enter legally, would-be incomers will
Employers rely on illegal immi- not be content to wait in line.
grants to do work no one else wants.
The sticky part of this situation is
Working-class folks say illegal immi- that most illegal immigrants don’t
grants take jobs away from them. His- have devious motives in coming to
panics see the threat of racial profiling America. There are the drug smugin laws like Arizona’s SB 1070, which glers and the criminals, as exist
would give state police the power
to check the immigration status
of those they suspect are illegal
immigrants. Only some of us have
a stake in this, but everyone has
an opinion.
During his presidency, George
W. Bush called for an overhaul of
immigration laws which included
a guest worker program, a path to
citizenship for illegal immigrants
already here and an immigration
system more focused on importing workers. It didn’t work. The
2007 bill aimed at comprehensive
reform faced opposition and died,
and the issue of finding a longterm solution was put on the back
burner for another day.
Judge Susan Bolton struck
down parts of Arizona’s immigration law on the grounds that it was in any population, but most illegal
presuming an authority and respon- immigrants just want a better life
sibility that belonged to the federal for themselves and their families. If
government. If that’s the case, the fed- we were in their shoes, we might do
eral government needs to start using the same thing. After all, the United
its authority.
States is and always has been a land
Increasing the border patrol and of immigrants.
putting up a fence are good starter
As true as this is, though, a lax
ideas, but they aren’t enough to fix attitude toward immigrants isn’t the
everything on their own. The border answer. We are America the free, not
is almost 2,000 miles long, and those America of the open borders.

Most illegal immigrants,
however, just want a better life for themselves and
their families. If we were
in their shoes, who’s to
say we wouldn’t do the
same thing?

It’s not just about enforcement and
consequences. We should also amend
immigration laws to allow more people
to immigrate legally, particularly those
who don’t have family in the U.S. and,
thus, aren’t the first priority. In 2004,
family-based preference accounted for
about two-thirds of the annual influx
of legal immigrants, according to a
Congressional Budget Office paper on
immigration policy.
But what about the millions of
illegal immigrants who are already
here? Neither blanket amnesty nor
mass deportations will solve the problem. The first would only increase the
number of people slipping unlawfully
across the border, and the second simply isn’t feasible.
“It would be impossible to
identify and round up all 10 to
11 million of the current undocumented, and if we did, it would
ground our nation’s economy to
a halt,” said Sen. John McCain,
R-Ariz. “These millions of people
are working. Aliens will not come
forward to simply ‘report and
deport.’”
McCain, Sens. Charles E.
Schumer, D-N.Y. and Lindsey
Graham, R-S.C., and President
Barack Obama, among others,
support a fair, middle-ground
“path to citizenship” solution.
Under this proposed system, illegal immigrants who want to stay
in the country would be ushered
to the back of the line—behind
those applying for permanent
legal residency—but only after paying back taxes and fines, proving they
can speak English and passing background checks.
In the end, it won’t be just one
proposal that fixes our immigration
problem, but a combination of immigration policy changes, enforcement
of existing laws and additional border
security as needed. Unless politics get
in the way.

CORDOBA HOUSE CONTROVERSY
Almost a decade
after Sept. 11, a
controversy surrounds plans
of a mosque near
Ground Zero. The
mosque, named the Cordoba House
by its organizers but more commonly
known as the Ground Zero Mosque,
would be located two blocks from
where the World Trade Centers
fell. Plans for the mosque include a
swimming pool, community center
and prayer space that would accommodate one to two thousand people.
Ironically, it also includes a Sept. 11
memorial.
The most visible leader of this project, Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf, cites
religious tolerance and community
building as two of the main reasons
why the city should allow the Cordoba House to be built.
Legally, Muslims can build a
mosque wherever they please. Our
constitution cites the freedom of
religion to everyone. Because of the
First Amendment, the Ku Klux Klan
can have public marches through the
Bethany
Sievert
Contributor

streets of Washington, D.C., and Wiccans can hold ceremonies. Even if we
do not agree with what others believe,
we uphold the right of other religions
to assemble and practice their beliefs
without government interference.
Sept. 11 is still an open wound to a
lot of people, especially in New York
City. A more tasteful move would be
to relocate the mosque somewhere
else in the area. Most New York-

Victims of Sept. 11 will
be hard pressed to see
this as anything other
than a reminder of
what happened nine
years ago.

ers have no problem with a mosque
within New York City, it’s just the
placement that rubs the wound left
by Sept. 11.
It seems the words and actions of
the planners do not match. The words

of the planners emphasize community
and healing. In theory, the Cordoba
House could foster better relations
between Muslims and New Yorkers.
Locals of all walks of life could use
it as a neutral community building.
However, the actions the planners are
taking do not take into account the
hurt and animosity that Americans
are feeling. Victims of Sept. 11 will be
hard-pressed to see this as anything
other than a reminder of what happened nine years ago.
The planners of this mosque need
to work harder to reach out to community members and move to a new
location, but not because the organizers need financial support. Instead,
the mosque should serve the people
of New York so that their healing, on
some basic level, can continue. If the
main goal of the Cordoba House is
to foster community, the people they
should seek to help the most are
those hurt by Sept. 11, who will be
the hardest to secure.

Mailbox
What do you think? Please send letters, no longer than 400 words, to the editor at
rachel_kiely@tayloru.edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday. Due to volume, we cannot print all
opinions articles that we receive. Please keep your opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.

Need a soapbox?
Become a contributor to the Opinions section!
E-mail rachel_kiely@tayloru.edu for more information. Let your voice be heard.

Illustration by James Daniels

IMMIGRATION:
NO EASY SOLUTION

MODESTY TAKE TWO:
THOUGHTS FROM
A PROFESSOR’S WIFE
Amy Spiegel
Contributor

There is an
underground
society, and we
are quietly living out our lives at
Taylor. Perhaps you have seen us
pushing a stroller around the loop
or trying to wrangle a few unruly,
sticky-faced children at sporting
events. We are the Taylor faculty
and staff wives.
Though you might have little
interaction with us or our offspring, we are silently (or not so
silently, depending on how close
it is to nap time) walking alongside you as your make your way
through the Taylor “experience.”
Our husbands tell us the insightful things you said in class, and we
sweat alongside you in the KSAC,
trying to
understand
why any
girl would
want to walk
around with
words on
her butt. We
also muse
over your
thoughts and
opinions as
we read over
the latest
issue of your
newspaper.
Over the
weekend,
in a small
meeting of
our lessthan-secret
society, two
friends and
I discussed
Mandolyn
Hecox’s articl e r e g a r d ing modesty.
Often, the
discussion seems to focus on the
responsibility women have to men
in considering their struggles.
While I certainly think this an
appropriate part of the discussion,
I wonder if it is also important to
consider what responsibility we
as women have to ourselves and
to one another.
Now let me say, I have given
birth to four children, am over
thirty and love cheese too much to
be letting anything above the knee
hang out. Back in the days when I
had a belly button, I enjoyed a pair

of cut-offs with the best of them.
However, my time in the modesty
trenches has taught me that choosing what I will and will not wear
is as much about living up to my
responsibilities to myself and my
fellow womankind as it is showing consideration to my brothers.
I have a responsibility not to
create a competitive or hostile
environment for my sisters in
arms. By dressing more conservatively, we lessen the temptation to envy and compare.
Of course, just as it is a man’s
responsibility to control his lustful
thoughts when he faces temptation, so is it my responsibility to
not allow my mind to wonder into
the land of unhealthy thoughts
just because
Suzie SkinnyBum looks
better in
spandex than
I do. But in a
culture that
encourages
women to
maintain
weights at
which they
are actually
digesting
their brains
for lack of
nourishment, surely
we can help
a girl out and
wear pants
that don’t
require surgical removal.
We also are
responsible
to ourselves
to dress
modestly.
What does
it say about my self-worth if I
choose to display my body as an
object? Our bodies are temples
of the Holy Spirit and meant to
bring him glory. This does not
make them shameful or unimportant, but it does make them
holy, set aside for his purposes.
The next time you head out the
door, pause at the mirror and make
sure that what you see reflects
your purpose and value. That
doesn’t mean donning a burka,
but it probably doesn’t mean having words on your butt, either.

So is it my responsibility to not allow
my mind to wonder
into the land of unhealthy thoughts
just because Suzie
SkinnyBum looks
better in spandex
than I do.
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TROJAN SPORTS

IN BRIEF
VOLLEYBALL (10-1, 3-0)

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY

RESULTS
09/10 at Indiana Wesleyan W, 3-2
09/15 at Bethel W, 3-1

RESULTS
09/10 Midwest Classic Olivet Nazarene 5th of 12

SCHEDULE
09/17-18
at Olivet Nazarene Tournament:
Freed-Hardeman 2 p.m.
Lindenwood 6 p.m.
09/18
SCAD 9 a.m.
Olivet Nazarene 1 p.m..

DANIEL MORRILL
Contributor
The football team’s five-game winning
streak, continued from the 2009 season, was
snapped Saturday afternoon when they suffered a 44-19 loss to William Penn University (WPU). Wet conditions played right into
the hands of WPU’s triple option rushing
attack, which racked up 473 yards.
No. 22 Taylor (1-1) got the scoring started
on the first drive of the game. Senior quarterback Shaun Addison’s eleven-yard touchdown pass to senior Ryan Magnuson capped
a seven-play 63-yard drive. It took WPU four
plays to answer back on the next drive, as
WPU quarterback Taylor Parsons’ threeyard touchdown run tied the game at 7.
Neither offense threatened again until
early in the second quarter. After stuffing a
fourth-and-one QB sneak on their own fiveyard line, WPU proceeded to drive 95 yards,
concluded by another touchdown run from
Parsons. A missed extra point left the score
at 13-7. The Statesmen added a field goal
with 23 seconds left in the second quarter,
bringing the score to 16-7 at halftime.
WPU dominated the third quarter, add-
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MEN’S SOCCER (4-3)

Senior starting quarterback Shaun Addison struggles to run through the William Penn defense during

Taylor football’s 44-19 loss last Saturday.

ing rushing touchdowns by Shawn Davis
and Parsons while holding Taylor scoreless.
The Trojans tried to fight back in the fourth
quarter as Addison connected on two touchdown strikes to senior Trenton Schmale on
back-to-back drives, but the Statesmen’s
ground attack was too much for Taylor to
handle, adding two more touchdowns to seal
a 44-19 victory.
The Statesmen’s dynamic rushing attack
was the story all day. WPU threw the ball
just eight times in the game. Twelve different Statesmen rushed the ball in the game,
with six of them recording over 50 yards.
The team averaged 7.2 yards per carry on
the afternoon.
While the Trojans’ running game struggled for most of the game, the passing attack

continued to click. Reigning NAIA offensive
player off the week Addison threw for 264
yards and three scores on 18-29 passing.
“We gave [Addison] a lot of time to throw,”
said sophomore offensive guard Alex Rehmert. “His pocket presence was good. We’ll
definitely improve on the running game
next week.”
Addison also led the Trojans with 64
yards rushing. Magnuson led the way
receiving with 94 yards and scores on six
catches. Defensively, junior Garrett Wheeler
recorded 15 tackles for Taylor, and junior
Nathan Boland had two tackles for a loss.
The Trojans will attempt to regroup
tomorrow at Butler University (1-1) in
Indianapolis at 1 p.m.

RESULTS
09/10 at Georgetown College
Tournament versus Mountain State
W, 1-0
9/11 at Georgetown College Tournament versus Georgetown W,4-0
9/15 at Indiana Tech L,4-0
SCHEDULE
09/17 versus Aquinas 4 p.m.
09/18 versus Asbury 4 p.m.
09/21 versus Spring Arbor 4 p.m.
WOMEN’S SOCCER (3-2)

RESULTS
09/11
Georgetown L, 2-1
SCHEDULE
09/18 versus Holy Cross College
1 p.m.
09/21 at Marygrove College 4 p.m.
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY

RESULTS
09/10 Midwest Classic - Olivet
Nazarene 6th of 12
SCHEDULE
09/17 Indiana Intercollegiates at
Purdue 5:15 p.m.

SCHEDULE
09/17 Indiana Intercollegiates
- Purdue 4:30 p.m.
MEN’S TENNIS (5-2, 3-1)

RESULTS
09/14 versus Indiana Wesleyan
W, 7-2
SCHEDULE
09/18 versus Marian 11 a.m.
09/18 versus Anderson 3 p.m.
09/20 at Goshen 4 p.m.
09/21 versus Indiana Tech 4 p.m.
WOMEN’S TENNIS (5-3, 4-1)

RESULTS
09/11 versus Goshen W, 8-1
9/14 at Indiana Wesleyan L, 8-1
SCHEDULE
09/16 at Bethel (Mishawaka High
School) 1 p.m.
09/18 versus Marian 11 a.m.
09/21 versus Indiana Tech 4 p.m.
FOOTBALL (1-1)

RESULTS
09/11 William Penn L, 44-19
SCHEDULE
09/18 at Butler 1 p.m.
09/25 versus Notre Dame College
1 p.m.
GOLF

RESULTS
09/13-14 IWU Fall Invitational
Meshingomesia G.C. 9th of 9
SCHEDULE
TBA

CROSS COUNTRY FOCUSES ON POSITIVES
coach Ted Bowers said he was encouraged
by what he saw.
“For us to get back to full strength, it’s
going to take a while,” Bowers said. “I
thought we ran very intelligently. We ran
together.”
The Trojans were led by senior Adam
Schroer’s 15th place finish, with sophomore
Caleb Pack and senior Brian Tencher finishing in 30th and 31st, respectively.
Through the team’s preparation for the
season, Bowers says he has appreciated the
strong work ethic.
“They don’t bat an eye about what we ask
them to do,” Bowers said. “That’s always
been a staple of our team, and this year, it’s
as evident as ever.”
Today’s Indiana Intercollegiate Championships, hosted by Purdue University in
West Lafayette, Ind., is up next for both
teams.
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Normally, finishing fifth or BY JON STROSHINE all and was the Lady Trojans’
sixth in a 12-team cross country
top finisher in the meet, hosted
Contributor
meet wouldn’t be cause for celby Olivet Nazarene University.
ebration, or even satisfaction. For the Tay- Junior Ashley Henry, sophomore Kelsey Vanlor men’s and women’s cross country teams, Housen, senior Janet Redding and junior
however, it was a cause for both.
Meredith Piacenti all placed in the top 40.
The teams battled adversity at the MidThat performance was good enough to put
west Classic in Bourbonnais, Ill., Sept. 10, the Trojans ahead of their two conference
with the women finishing fifth and the men foes, Marian and Bethel.
finishing sixth. For the women, it was the
“It was nice to finish fifth out of 12 at Olivet
first meet for a young team featuring a new and to beat two conference teams,” White
coach and a running strategy that puts an said. “These were small goals that help proemphasis on patience and finishing strong.
pel us forward with other objectives.”
“We thought that Friday’s race was a confirThe men’s team had obstacles of their
mation to show our runners the importance own to overcome. Several members of the
of this new philosophy,” said first-year coach team had been dealing with illness. Three
Quinn White. “We all know it will take some more—senior Isaac Bryan, freshman Nick
time to change, but we all feel it will be very Shear, and sophomore Corbin Slater—had
beneficial for our team’s success at the end leg injuries.
of the season.”
Those issues left just half the team
Junior Kirstin Hegelein placed 14th over- healthy to run in Friday’s meet, but head

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
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Felipe Bedon

The Taylor lacrosse team continues preparation for their upcoming season, which begins on Oct. 2 against Butler University.

LACROSSE TEAM BRINGS
TALENT, FAITH
Dedication and passion are
BY JULIA BERGER
throwing, catching, stick maneuthe two best words to describe
Co-Editor in Chief
vering, running and blocking.
the men’s lacrosse team. Even
Incorporating each takes hours
though the sport of lacrosse is
of practice and a whole lot of
relatively new to the athletic world, the dedication and patience.
players involved have almost immediately
While the lacrosse team is a club sport,
become impassioned about playing.
it operates very much like every other
Junior Jeff Neiman proves his dedication varsity athletic team at Taylor. Members
and passion when he says, “a doctor will have practice every day for two hours in
literally need to force me not to play.”
season, three days a week off season and
Neiman’s attitude is very similar to those must maintain a minimum GPA to conof his teammates, which makes the team a tinue playing. The players are dedicated
powerful group of men with their sights set to improving as individuals and as a team.
on winning and spreading the love of God.
In order to effectively operate and
President and a captain of the team, compete as a club, the players created a
Brian Fraiz has played for ten years and structure of four cabinet members and four
is leading both the fall and spring seasons. captains. All have the respect of everyone
“It’s one of my passions to play this on the team because of what they offer.
sport,” Fraiz said. “Any time you can get
“The most experienced players have
together a group of Christian guys to play the floor, and everybody knows it,” Neilacrosse, it’s a special opportunity.”
man said. “Everybody has seen it on the
Lacrosse is an intense sport, but it also field, and everybody knows that they know
requires multi-faceted coordination with what they’re talking about, so we listen for

instructions from them.”
Part of the team’s mission statement
includes “Alongside competition, we seek to
develop leadership ability and Christ-like
character.” The team uses games to witness
to other teams in how they play, which can
be difficult because of the sport’s intensity.
Fraiz and Neiman were excited and
encouraged to report that out of the 11
teams the team played this past spring,
only two declined to come together in the
middle of the field to pray.
The team’s verse is 1 John 4:19, which
says, “We love because he first loved us.”
“That’s the reason why we go out and
play,” explained Fraiz.
The team is anxious to start playing during their short fall season, which includes
just a couple games. They open the season
against Butler University on Oct. 2 during
Parents Weekend.

YEAR

Senior

HOMETOWN

Ibarra, Ecuador

LOCATION ON
CAMPUS

The Haak (attack!)

FAVORITE COLOR

Bondi Blue

BEST TENNIS
MEMORY

Winning the ITA tournament and going to
nationals during my
sophomore year.

MOST INTERESTING
TEAMMATE

Jack Reed from past
years, but currently
Andrew Gnagy . . . easily the coolest guy on
campus.

DREAM JOB

Vacation tour director.
It doesn’t get much
better than that.

FAVORITE BAND

Dave Matthews Band/
Ben Folds (English)
and Enanitos Verdes
(Espanol). Check them
out!

FAVORITE CARTOON

“Dragon Ball Z” let’s go.

IF YOU HAD A MILLION
DOLLARS…

I would pay for David
Miller’s student loans.
Yeah.

BEST PIECE OF ADVICE
YOU’VE RECEIVED

“Dude, do yourself a favor. Take microeconomics during the summer.”
– Steve Stallings. Zing?

